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Abstract

This paper overviews most common algorithms and state-of-art methods for

predicting predicting a medical condition called ARDS – acute respiratory distress

syndrome: a lethal condition that can be stopped if predicted early enough. A novelty

algorithm that uses data fusion has been proposed in 2018. The proposed method used

the MIMIC II database to extract data streams measuring heart rate, respiratory rate,

oxygen  saturation  and  the  mean  abdominal  pressure.  After  combining  four  data

streams together a patient was assigned a weighted decision index  D form -1 to 1

where -1 meant that the patient was at risk of acquiring ARDS and +1 patients were

considered stable. Authors of the proposed method managed to get an 85% accuracy

rate with a possible prediction of 39 hours before the onset of the syndrome. Author

of this paper has set the task to replicate the methodology that already exists and find

a way to improve the accuracy of ARDS prediction.
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Introduction

Data fusion has existed for decades however recently with the evolution if
smart homes and devices and industry 4.0 it had gained popularity. Data fusion itself
is the process of combining information fro, multiple sensors. It is obvious that the a
human with all five senses is better at making decisions (let’s say when to cross the
street)  that a human, who is blind or deaf (has only less than 5 senses). Similarly
decision making for technical algorithms is easier when more information about the
object is available. 

The term “data fusion” was first mentioned by JDL in 1985. The initial model
had 4 fusion levels and since then it has been modified multiple times. [1]

Being mainly a militaristic methodology in the beginning, data fusion is now
being applied in many fields such as automotive, agricultural, medical and others. The
main tasks data fusion tackles are target acquisition [3], health diagnosis estimation
[4], image combining [5], risk analysis [6], fingerprint and/or object recognition [7]
[8] [9], sensor information processing in wireless networks [10] [11] [12] and many
others. 

Data fusion can obviously be applied in many fields for various tasks however
in this paper the main focus will be on the medical field. Even in medicine the number
of  problems data  fusion can aid in  solving varies  however  from predicting  future
syndromes and illnesses form the data available now humankind will benefit the most.
One of  the syndromes – ARDS, or acute respiratory distress syndrome – is  quite
crucial nowadays because it may be caused by infection of SARS-CoV-2. 

ARDS occurs when fluid builds up in the alveoli in lungs. The fluid keeps the
lungs from filling with enough air, which deprives organs of the oxygen they need to
function. Although some people who develop ARDS don't survive there is possibility
to recover completely if the person was taken care of timely. Since symptoms usually
develop within a few hours to a few days after the previous injury or infection, it is
possible to monitor ill people to predict the onset of the syndrome. [14]

2  Research methodology for data fusion

2.2 Data streams

Sometimes the data from the sensor is presented in a way of a continuous data
flow. The data usually is recorded into smaller bits which are stored in separate files
and is need in pre-processing to be analyzed. These data streams usually come in a
format of a measurement on y axis and the time on x axis so it is easy to compare
multiple  heterogeneous  data  streams  with  the  same  data  stamp.  With  the
overwhelming number of smart watches and bands a lot of information like this can
be collected even by a general user.

A great example of such data streams is the MIMIC database [15]. MIMIC is
an openly available dataset developed by the MIT Lab for Computational Physiology,
comprising  anonymous  health  data  associated  with  ~60,000  intensive  care  unit
admissions. The example from physionet on how the data might look like may be
found below (Figure 2.1.) 
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Figure 2.1. Example of medical data streams [16]

2.3 Prediction technique

In  [17]  and  [18]  authors  have  proposed  a  novelty  algorithm  that  helps
predicting ARDS with the use of data fusion. The authors propose a framework that is
analysing four different data streams that measure heart rate, respiratory rate, oxygen
saturation and the mean airway blood pressure. The frequency of taken measurements
is 0.016 Hz. For each data stream 1:n (usually at least 24h long) a starting ‘normal’
period  1:k is  taken.  After  the  standard  deviation  is  calculated  for  the  whole  data
stream. An outlier definition is proposed as any point existing in the stream outside
the three standard deviation yields. 

When data is normally distributed, in case of a number of outliers in the k:n
exceeds 1 percent the patient is considered to have a risk of developing ARDS. In the
more likely case of abnormal distribution, the distribution of outliers is calculated for
1:k and k:n periods. Although the outlier and k can be selected by the researcher, it is
proposed in the paper to optimize these values using real data. In case the number of
outliers in the k:n period is bigger than in 1:k then the data stream is assigned with a
weight +1 (likely to develop ARDS), otherwise weight is -1. 

Since four data streams were analysed, now four inferences (D) with values -1
and +1 are obtained. The fusion model proposed takes into account these inferences to
develop a final prediction (Figure 2.2.). 
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Figure 2.2. Example of ARDS predicting model.

In case the data would be normally distributed, authors consider an outlier any
value outside of the three standard deviations window however for the real conditions
a more general approach is proposed. An outlier value T is selected, then again if the
original ‘normal’ segment has less points which value exceeds  T, than the segment
k:n, then the patient is considered unstable and an inference D=1 is assigned.

Of course, the value of T can be selected by the researcher however for better
results  is was optimized  together with the length of ‘normal’ segment  K.  for this
sensitivity - the proportion of positives that are correctly identified and specificity -
the proportion of negatives that are correctly identified were estimated. Performance
indexes sensitivity Se and the specificity Sp of the whole data set were computed for
each couple of values of K and T within a set range. Then the Youden index [19] was
maximized (Se + Sp−100), leaving authors with most accurate T and K values.

2.4. Data fusion model for decision making

Figure 2.3. Original JDL model

As mentioned before, the original JDL model (Figure 2.3.) has four levels of
fusion.  The  newer  model  have  deteriorated  to  just  three  levels:  raw  data  fusion,
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feature fusion and inference fusion. Raw data fusion can only be applied in case of
homogeneous  data.  The easiest  intuitive  way to combine  data  from homogeneous
sensors is to simply take the weighted average however a better method for raw data
processing is Kalman Filter.

If the obtained data from sensors is not of the same kind (like in the case with
ARDS prediction: HR and RESP are measured in beats per minute, ABP is measured
in mmHg and oxygen saturation in percentage) , the fusion must happen at feature
extraction or inference levels. Authors [17,18] have used the inference fusion level,
this means that data was combined to make a final decision after making inferences
for each data stream separately. 

2.5. Inference fusion situation prediction

To  combine  all  the  individual  decisions,  a  multivariate  data  analysis  is
performed using the Chair and Varshney fusion technique [18,20]. The final decision
is calculated as follows:

Final decision = D0+
¯∑ Di W i

D0=log ( ( Amount of stable )/ ( Amount of unstable ) )

Wi for (stable, D=-1) is calculated as follows:
log((sensitivity)/(1-specificity))

Wi for (unstable, D=1) is calculated as follows:
log((specificity)/(1-sensitivity))

After if the final decision is >0 then the patient is considered unstable and at
risk at developing ARDS. This fusion method was tested with the ARDS onset in 6,
12,  18 and 24 hours.  The proposed data  fusion algorithm succeeded in predicting
ARDS 24 hours before of its occurrence with a sensitivity higher than 78% (compared
to 64 – 77 if using singular data streams for prediction models), and to identify 50%
of stable subjects [18]. 

3  Future work

Since  the  proposed  above  method  managed  to  improve  the  sensitivity  but
lacked in the way of improving specificity (e.g. identifying not at risk patients that
could be left unsupervised) I have the intention to use a different approach to try to
improve the algorithm. Since the MIMIC database is available to general public, the
goal for the future semester would be to duplicate the carried out research in the paper
mentioned above and try to get similar results.

After the goal would be to create 6, 12, 18, 24 hour graphs with all four data
stream lines on them and analyze them as images using CNN (convolution neural
network)  with the goal  of  creating same +1 or -1 outputs for  unstable  and stable
patients accordingly.

The main problem when attempting tor each this goal would be the data per-
processing because in the MIMIC database downloaded data is stored in separate files
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(Figure 3.1.) and sometimes measurements must be combined into continuous streams
by using their ID.

Figure 3.1. MIMIC III database

4  Data  fusion  application  in  the  medical
field

As mentioned above, the data fusion model has slightly changed over the years
and now has 3 main levels:  raw data fusion, feature (vector) fusion and inference
fusion. Most common algorithms [21] and their applications can be found in Table 4.
[13]. In medicine image fusion mainly feature and inference fusion techniques are
used and currently more and more papers appear on this topic. Challenges arising are
the  size  of  data  needed  to  be  collected  (also  images  must  be  of  a  good  quality/
resolution); the computing time is quite long and the data cannot be processed in real
time and for inference fusion the extracted vectors might have contradicting values so
the fusion result might be inaccurate of inconclusive.

Table 4. Common algorithms for data fusion in medicine

Lvl Algorithm Example of application Reference

R
aw

 data fusion

AVG/  weighted
AVG

The  average  of  temperature  measurements
from  different  body  parts  /  different
thermometers (only homogeneous data)

Kalman filter Acceleometer + gyroscope data (detecting if
a person is standing by himself or leaning on
a wall)

[22]

Particle filter Detecting the position location of a human;
segmentation  of  noisy  medical  images
(internal body parts)

[23]
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V
ector/ feature fusion

ANN  (deep
learning)

Activity  recognition,  natural  language
processing,  cancer  detection,  identification
and diagnosis of micro-calcification,  remote
medical  diagnosis,  image  processing
(convolution layers)

[36],  [37],
[38],  [39],
[40]

Decision trees Mostly activity recognition, work better with
categorized  data;  condition  surveillance;
heath system improvement

[28],  [29],
[30], [31]

kMeans Activity  rcognition,  cancer  diagnosis  and
treatment,  healthy/  unhealthy  cell
classification

[41],  [42],
[43]

kNN Activity classification; healthy/unhealthy cell
classification

[24],  [25],
[26] ,[27]

SVM  Support
vector machines

Activity  classification  (linear  and  non-
linear);  cancer   diagnosis  and  treatment,
tumor classification, gene classification

[32],  [33],
[34], [35]

Inference fusion

Bayesian inference Activity  recognition,  reverse engineering  of
transcription  regulatory  networks  from
genomics;  cancer  diagnosis;  gene  system
modeling and analyzing

[45],  [46],
[47]

Fuzzy logic Image  based  decisions  (cancer  cells
identification  for  example);  diagnosis  of
brain  conditions,  cancer  treatment;  ovarian
cancer  detection  and diagnosis,  gene model
reconstruction

[48],  [49],
[50],  [51],
[52]

Conclusion

With the increasing popularity of data fusion, medical task such as recognition
of  cancer  cells,  gene  reverse  engineering,  detection  of  unhealthy  body  parts  and
diagnosis  assessment  are  becoming  less  expensive  and  human-hour  consuming.
Doctors all over the world use machine learning to analyse images they have gathered
from  electronic  microscopes  and  Xrays  and  MRI  scans.  In  some  places  fully
autonomic systems are entitled to question the patients and diagnose them.

Although data fusion techniques have come a long way since they have been
first used in medicine, the methodology still has a long way to go: to the real-time  big
data processing frameworks that can detect or even predict an illness weeks before the
first symptoms will arise. Hopefully scientists will continue coming up with novelty
methods for medical data fusion and the technique will become even more advanced
in the future.
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